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Introduction 1 

These ballot comments are related to the App-ID concept in oneM2M specifications. 2 

Background 3 

Some relevant portions of specification text relating to App-ID (and M2M applications in general) 4 
are: 5 

TS 0001 6 

• (7.1.3) “An Application Identifier (App-ID) uniquely identifies an M2M Application in a 7 
given context. More precisely, there are two types of App-ID: registration authority defined 8 
App-ID (registered App-ID) and non-registered App-ID. The establishment of the registered 9 
App-ID is guaranteed to be globally unique; the non-registered App-ID is not guaranteed to 10 
be globally unique.” 11 

• (7.2) App-ID is defined as: “Either “R[authority-ID]/[registered-App-ID]” or “N[non-12 
registered-App-ID]” If the first letter is “R”, then authority-ID and registered-App-ID are 13 
assigned by the registration authority. The registered-App-ID is managed by the owner of 14 
authority-ID. If the first letter is “N”, then non-registered-App-ID is not registered by the 15 
registration authority.” 16 

• (9.6.1.1) “serviceSubscribedAppRule – Represents a rule that defines allowed App-ID and 17 
AE-ID combinations that are acceptable for registering an AE on a Registrar CSE” 18 

• (9.6.29) “List of App-IDs that shall be considered to be allowed for AE registration requests 19 
received via Security Association Endpoint (SEA) [i.3] associated with credentialID stored 20 
in the attribute applicableCredID. This can contain '*' for any App-ID. Also Wildcards 21 
within an element of this list are possible (e.g. 'C123*X' for any App-ID that starts with 22 
'C123' and ends with 'X') to define sets or ranges of App-IDs.” 23 

• (11.2.2) “[M2M Application Enrollment] assumes that M2M applications obtains or registers 24 
credentials to be used for controlling authorization with an M2M application registration 25 
authority (see clause 7.1.3). Each application identified by an App-ID is then associated with 26 
a security credential (M2M Application key) which can be used to grant specific 27 
authorization to access an approved list of M2M services. Such authorization takes place 28 
between a CSE and an AE as specified in the present document and the oneM2M Security 29 
Solutions Technical Specification”. 30 

TS 0004 31 

• (7.3.5) App-ID is defined as an attribute of the AE resource. 32 

TS 0011 33 

• (3.2) “M2M application: applications that run the service logic and use M2M Common 34 
Services accessible via a set of oneM2M specified open interfaces. NOTE: Specification of 35 
M2M Applications is not subject of the current oneM2M specifications..” 36 
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M2M Application 37 

The definition of “M2M Application” in TS0011 does not clarify whether the term “M2M 38 
application” is restricted to the field domain, or whether it also encompasses applications in the 39 
network domain. Importantly, it does not address whether a single “M2M application” can span 40 
both domains. 41 

This directly impacts the usage of App-IDs, particularly in what might be considered distributed 42 
applications, with software resident in both the field domain and network domain. The use of a 43 
single App-ID to identify software in both domains may introduce complexities and ambiguities 44 
and so is not recommended. 45 

The main question is whether an application in the network domain can qualify as an “M2M 46 
application” and therefore whether they can be identified by an App-ID. Most of the App-ID 47 
discussions reference the CSE and AE (field domain).  48 

Recommendations (TS0011) 49 

Add one of the following statements to the definition of “M2M Application” in TS 0011: 50 

• The term M2M application is restricted to the field domain. OR 51 

• An M2M application may exist in the field domain, or the network domain, but not both. 52 

Application ID Format 53 

The application ID currently has the following components: 54 

• Authority letter. “R” for registered, “N” for non-registered. 55 
• Authority ID (for registered App-IDs only) 56 
• App-ID 57 

A concern with this is: 58 

• The inclusion of the registration authority ID makes identifier portability more difficult. It 59 
implies that queries for Application ID must go to a specific registrar, but this is not 60 
necessary even if there are multiple registrars (all registrars could synchronize their data, for 61 
example). It may be worthwhile considering removing the Authority ID from the format. 62 

Recommendations (TS0001) 63 

Modify the App-ID format definition as indicated by the change marks: 64 

• Either “R [authority-ID]/[registered-App-ID]” or “N[non-registered-App-ID]” If the first 65 
letter is “R”, then the authority-ID and registered-App-ID are is assigned and managed by 66 
the registration authority. The registered-App-ID is managed by the owner of authority-ID. 67 
If the first letter is “N”, then the non-registered-App-ID is not registered by the a registration 68 
authority. 69 

 70 
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M2M Application Key 71 

The M2M Application Key is mentioned in only one place, in TS0001, “[M2M Application 72 
Enrollment] assumes that M2M applications obtains or registers credentials to be used for 73 
controlling authorization with an M2M application registration authority (see clause 7.1.3). Each 74 
application identified by an App-ID is then associated with a security credential (M2M Application 75 
key) which can be used to grant specific authorization to access an approved list of M2M services. 76 
Such authorization takes place between a CSE and an AE as specified in the present document and 77 
the oneM2M Security Solutions Technical Specification”. 78 

Without any details it is unclear what kind of key this is and whether it is unique for the application, 79 
or for each instance of the application. It implies that this is obtained from the application registry, 80 
but it is not clear how the “M2M application key” will be derived with the assistance of the registry. 81 
Nor is it clear how a key can be used to “grant specific authorization to access an approved list of 82 
M2M services”. 83 

Recommendations (TS0001) 84 

The purpose, structure and usage of the “M2M Application Key” should either be greatly expanded 85 
or mention of this should be removed from TS 0001. If this is done the entire section 1.2.2 may 86 
have to be removed. 87 

Data Associated with App-ID 88 

If it is possible to query a registry for an App-ID, at least the minimal information that will be 89 
returned should be defined. This is not in any specification, but was proposed in an ATIS/iConectiv 90 
contribution to the App ID ad hoc group. Since the contribution was not accepted, it is not discussed 91 
here.  92 

Organizations that can obtain the information should also be defined, but this is probably more 93 
appropriate by industry assignment guidelines rather than in a specification. 94 

Recommendations (TS0001) 95 

Define the information associated with an App-ID: 96 

• App-ID 97 

• Assignee 98 

• Application Description 99 

• Registrar 100 

• Date of assignment 101 

• Current status (e.g. Pending Assignment, Assigned, Being Withdrawn) 102 

Note that we do not include the software version (which was in the ATIS/iConectiv contribution), 103 
because we assume that an App-ID is valid for every software version, unless the software publisher 104 
believes that a new version is different enough that a separate ID is required. 105 




